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The exact equations for surface waves over an uneven bottom can be formulated as a Hamiltonian system, with 
the total energy of the fluid as Hamiltonian. If the bottom variations are over a length scale L that is longer than 
the characteristic wavelength e, approximating the kinetic energy for the case of "rather long and rather low" waves 
gives Boussinesq type of equations. If in the case of an even bottom one restricts further to uni-directional waves, the 
Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) is obtained. For slowly varying bottom this uni-directionalization will be studied in detail 
in this pan I, in a very direct way which is simpler than other derivations found in the literature. The surface levation 
is shown to be described by a forced KdV-type of equation. The modification of the obtained KdV-equation shares 
the property of the standard KdV-equation that it has a Hamiltonian structure, but now the structure map depends 
explicitly on the spatial variable through the bottom topography. The forcing is derived explicitly, and the order of 
the forcing, compared to the first order contributions of dispersion and nonlinearity in KdV, is shown to depend on 
the ratio between ~ and L; for very mild bottom variations, the forcing is negligible. For localized topography the 
effect of this forcing is investigated. In part II the distortion of solitary waves will be studied. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a layer of incompressible fluid over an uneven bottom. Assuming the flow to be irrotational, 
the motion of surface waves under the influence of gravity is given by a (generalised) Hamiltonian 
system in the variables ~/(x, t) and u (x, t), where r/(x, t ) is the wave height measured from an undis- 
turbed water level and u (x, t) is the spatial derivative of the restriction to the surface of the velocity 
potential. The Hamiltonian is the total energy of the fluid. Considering waves above an even bottom 
with wavelength ~and amplitude a, which satisfy a = O(e ) and 1/~ 2 = O(c ), an approximation 
of the kinetic energy leads to Boussinesq type equations, which describe waves running in both di- 
rections. For even bottom, one can restrict Boussinesq equations to an equation for uni-directional 
waves along the same line as outlined below for the uneven bottom. Then one gets as characteristic 
approximation the well-known KdV equation. This equation is of the form 
air/ = -Fo ~Ho(~/) + O(c2), with Fo = Co~x, (1) 
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where Co is related to the constant depth h0 by Co = v'gho with g the acceleration of gravity. The 
Hamiltonian H0 (t/) is a functional of t/and is conserved uring the evolution (constant of the motion ), 
if in ( 1 ) the O(e 2) terms are left out. Explicitly it is given by 
H0(t/) = f 1/72 -~- 6k0(F/), (2) 
where ko(t/) are the first order contributions due to dispersion and nonlinearity, measured by the 
small quantity e. 
For uneven bottom, let h (x) be the depth of the fluid describing the bottom topography and let 
c(x) = V~h(x).  
In this paper, we will consider slow bottom variations atisfying 
h ' (x )  - O(L_ I )  ' and h'(x) = O(L-1) ,  with L = g1+2~ (3) 
h(x)  
Here, L is a characteristic length scale of the bottom variations. Whenever a > 0 it is found that a 
direct generalization of Boussinesq equation is valid: the constant depth just being replaced by the 
varying quantity. Note that a > 0 means that the bottom variations are over a longer length scale than 
the characteristic wavelength g. 
In the procedure to find an equation for the surface elevation for uni-directional waves, we write 
the elevation t/as 
t/ = r - s (4) 
and a corresponding linear combination for u. Then Boussinesq equations can be reformulated as a 
coupled set of equations for r and s of the form: 
Otr = - l " (x )  JrH(r,s) - ½C'JsH, with F(x )  = ½(c(x)Ox + Oxc(X)) (5) 
and a corresponding one for s. In lowest order, r describes waves running to the right, while s accounts 
for waves running to the left. This set of coupled equations has a Hamiltonian structure just like the 
equivalent Boussinesq equations. And, just like F0, the operator F (x) that appears, is a skew-symmetric 
operator, now depending explicitly on x. 
When we consider initial data for which the contribution of left running waves is small and when 
c' is very small, s can be taken equal to zero in (5), leading to 
Otr = -F (x )  grH(r), (6) 
with H(r) = H(r,s = 0). This equation for r is a modification of the standard KdV equation: it 
reduces to the standard KdV equation in the case of an even bottom. Moreover, it has a Hamiltonian 
structure due to the fact that F (x) is skew-symmetric. As a consequence, the Hamiltonian H (r) is 
conserved. The Hamiltonian reads like (2) 
-H(r) = /½r  2 + ek(r), (7) 
but now k (r) depends on the topography. The linear equation that appears when in (6) the effects of 
dispersion and nonlinearity are neglected in the Hamiltonian (putting e = 0 in (7)) can be solved 
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analytically. The solutions show implicitly the main features of the structure map F: an increase 
in amplitude and a decrease of wavelength and velocity for waves running into shallower water, in 
agreement with common expectations. (In part II the distortion of solitary waves will be described. ) 
It turns out that the surface levation given by the linear combination (4) contains a contribution 
ofs that cannot be neglected in general. However, for initial data that represent uni-directional waves, 
the s-contribution satisfies a linear equation in the lowest order and can be solved explicitly. Then, 
with r satisfying the KdV-type of eq. (6), the surface levation can be found. It will be shown that r/ 
satisfies the same equation (6) with a specific forcing: 
Otrl = -F (x )  b~(r / )  - ~" + O(el+'~). (8) 
The forcing Jr is derived explicitly and can be calculated from the initial elevation. The order of 
the forcing depends trongly on the ratio between wavelength g and the length L over which bottom 
variations take place. For ~ f> 1 (so, L >t O(g3), very mild bottom variation), the forcing ~" is in 
negligible order O(c2). This equation has a Hamiltonian structure; conserved integrals are energy 
and mass (not momentum!). In the limiting case of an even bottom it reduces to the familiar KdV 
equation. For 0 < ~ < I, the forcing is in significant order o(eEa). If ½ < a < 1, the Boussinesq 
terms dominate the forcing ~-, and we obtain the KdV-type of equation with higher order forcing. If 
0 < a < ½, the forcing ~- dominates the Boussinesq effect, and we have a linear equation which is 
correct up to O (e). An approximate solution for the linear equation can be obtained. In the special 
case of localized bottom variations, we show that this forcing is localized too. For an initial wave 
upstream, this force may be active for a finite or infinite time, depending on the value of a certain 
mass-like quantity. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the Hamiltonian formulation 
of the exact equations for surface waves. This formulation for waves on a layer of infinite depth was 
given by Zakharov I1 ], and for finite depth by Broer [2] (see also Broer et al. [3]). In Section 3 
the approximation leading to the bi-directional Boussinesq equation is described. For constant depth 
the derivation based on retaining the Hamiltonian structure was already given in [2] and [3]. In 
Section 4, firstly we resume from [3 ] the derivation of the KdV-equation for the case of constant 
bottom, in a way that is most suited for the generalization to uneven bottom. A somewhat different 
method to derive KdV from Boussinesq for even bottom can be found in Olver [4]. See also Mattioli 
[5] who retains the coupling between the KdV-equation for right and left travelling waves. Olver 
[6 ] discusses various approximations with or without Hamiltonian structure. Then, the linear lowest 
order equation is investigated, which also shows the special properties of the map/"  (x). Finally, we 
derive the KdV-type of the equation for slowly varying bottom which generalizes the usual KdV. In 
Section 5 we derive the forced KdV equation (8) for the elevation itself and investigate the forcing 
in case of localized bottom variations. 
The way in which eq. (8) is obtained in this paper is very direct: the forcing )r is expressed explicitly 
in contributions from left-travelling waves due to unevenness. This is different from many derivations 
in literature, where equations are usually derived from a series substitution for the potential, leading 
to a forced KdV-type of equation for the primary coefficient in the series expansion. The assumptions 
underlying the various approximations are less clearly separated from the truncation argument. More- 
over, the transformations involved do not help to clarify the essential underlying model. Newell [ 8] 
and Grimshaw [9] derived equations for quantities related to, but different from the actual surface 
elevation, including expressions for the forcing. For clarity, we resume in Section 6 Newell's result, 
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which deals with a particular case of topography (a = 1 ). Comparison with our result shows a com- 
plete agreement. Mei in Ref. [7] resumes everal perturbation methods. The equation derived there 
is based on the previous work of Madsen and Mei [ 10] and is related to an equation obtained by 
Kakutani [ 11 ] and Johnson [ 12 ]. Miles [ 13 ] made some observations about conserved properties 
for the energy and momentum of those equations. For the evolution of a wave train, Djordjevi6 and 
Redekopp [14 ] derived a Schr6dinger like equation for the envelope. Although in special cases these 
equations may be correct o the same order of approximation, they lack the property of the equation 
to be derived here which retains the Hamiltonian structure. And as stated before, the forcing derived 
here allows a precise estimate for its order of magnitude in comparison to the effect of dispersion and 
non-linearity in the KdV equation. And finally, we have the conclusions in Section 7. 
2. Hami l ton ian  formulat ion 
Consider a layer of incompressible fluid over an (un)even bottom. Let the function h (x) describe 
the bottom topography, and t/(x, t) the surface levation measured from the undisturbed level z = O, 
see Fig. 1. Let 12 (t/) denote the domain of the fluid i.e. 
Q(rl) = {(x,z)  E R2[ -h (x )  <~ z <~ q(x,t)}.  
Assuming that the flow is irrotational, the particle velocity can be written like v (x, z) = Vq~ (x, z ), 
with q) (x, z) the fluid potential. The fluid is incompressible, so +v = 0 in 12 (r/) or 
A~ = 0, in g2(r/). (9) 
At the bottom, the normal component of the velocity is zero, hence v. n = 0 with n the normal vector, 
Of 
V~.n  =0,  for z =-h(x ) .  (10) 
The momentum equation (Euler equation) leads to the Bernoulli equation, which restricted to the 
free surface (assuming the pressure above the layer is atmospheric) reads: 
Otfl) = --½ ['~fl) 12 --gq, at z = rl(x,t), (11)  
with g the gravitational acceleration. Finally, the condition that no particles flow through the surface 
leads to the kinematic boundary condition: 
Otrl = V~ .n, at z = r/(x,t). (12) 
The four equations (9)-(12) are the equations describing the motion of the surface waves. 
At the surface z = r/(x, t), the value of the potential is denoted by ~0 (x, t) = q~ (x, ~/(x, t), t). The 
Hamiltonian H(~0, r/) is the total energy functional, 
H(~o,q) = K(tp, q) + P(r/), (13) 
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z = -h(~) ................... 
L 
Fig. I. The fluid domain. 
with P (r/) and K (~0, r/) the potential energy and kinetic energy functional, respectively. Neglecting 
surface tension we have 
)I 
0 
The kinetic energy is given by 
t~(~) a(~) 
with q) the solution of the boundary value problem below 
A~ _ 0, in I2(q), 
0~ 
- -  0 ,  a t  z = -h(x), (16)  
0n 
• (x,z,t) =~o(x,t), at z=r l (x , t ) .  
The full set of equations describing the motion of the surface waves can be described as a Hamiltonian 
system (c.f. [ I ] and [2,3] ) in the following way 
o,( :)=(01 1 O) {8,H~ kan  ] .  (17) 
Here ~ denotes the variational derivative with respect to the variables indicated. For the following it 
will be more convenient to introduce a new variable u according to u = ~0x. Then eq. (17) becomes 
o,(;)  = (o  x Ox - J,~H ) " (18) 
We look for simplified equations which have the same structure as eq. (18) by looking for a simpler 
Hamiltonian. Hence, the kinetic energy (15) will be approximated by an explicit expression i  ~0 and 
q. Looking for "rather long and rather low" waves over an even bottom, it will lead to Boussinesq= 
type of equations, describing waves running in both directions. By restricting to waves running in 
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one direction only, it will lead to the KdV equation. In this paper we will consider in particular the 
modifications that take the effect of an uneven bottom into account. 
3. Approximations to Boussinesq equations 
The Boussinesq equations will be obtained by combining the approximation of dispersion and 
nonlinearity in a certain weighted way, to be specified precisely. To calculate the effect of dispersion 
and nonlinearity, the linear theory and the shallow water theory are considered first. 
In linear theory, we approximate the kinetic energy K (~a, ~/) by taking r/(x, t) = 0 in the boundary 
value problem (16). In the even bottom case, h (x) = h0, h0 is constant, eqs. (16) become 
A~ =0,  in t2(r/), 
0~ 
Oz --0'  at z =-h0 ,  (19) 
• (x,0) = ~(x).  
After some calculations one finds 
f lex'Rex= f ½u. Ru, 
with R a pseudo-differential operator with symbol 
_ -   a.hkh0 _ h0 [1- Ckh0   + O kh0  4] R(k)  
k - 
We approximate the operator R for long waves (k --, 0) by the first two terms 2 in the Taylor series 
for/~, i.e. by 
1 3 2 ho + ~h o Ox 
and we get 
K(u,O) = f½hou 2_ gh013 Ux2 d- O(U2x) ,  (20) 
as the approximation of the kinetic energy. 
Different from the linear theory, in the tidal wave approximation it is assumed that the fluid particles 
have no vertical motion qb (x, z, t) = (a (x, t) (ignoring dispersive ffects). Then we get 
K(u,~l) = f½h0u2 + 2 (21) 
J 
2 This approximation is simple but does not have the property that the operator is positive definite. A positive definite 
choice, as in [ 3], is possible and will influence the following only in an unessential way. For clarity of presentation we 
choose for the simpler approximation. 
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3.1. Boussinesq approximation 
Combining (20) and (21 ), we get as an approximation for the kinetic energy 
P 
K (u, ri) ] lhou2_  1 3 lriu2 = ~ho U2x + ~ + O(u2xx). 
The typical Boussinesq equations are obtained with this expression under the assumption that the 
term accounting for dispersion and the term accounting for non-linearity are of the same order. To 
make that more precise, we introduce normalized variables as follows: 
fl = rilE, fi = u/E,  dc = v f fx ,  i = v/~t, (22) 
and consider ~ and fi as functions of i and J.  That means that we consider surface elevations of the 
form 
ri(x) = oi(v4-x) 
and the same for u. Introducing normalized variables in this way means that we consider waves which 
(if e is sufficiently small) are low (amplitude = O(e )) and long (wavelength g-1 = O (e 1/2)), and 
which are such that both contributions in K are of the same order. Then, for "rather long and rather 
low" waves we get as an approximation for the total energy 
where 
H(u, ri) = e3/2/~(/~,71), 
½ho,   3 ^2 = ~h 0 u~ B(~,rj) [~ + +e + ½~2)] + O(e2) (23) 
is the Hamiltonian in the normalized variables. Then eq. ( 18 ) reads in the normalized variables 
( o 
~0 H ]. (24) 
Substituting (22) in eq. (24) and omitting from now on the caps above the normalized variables, 
leads to the equations 
Otri = --Ox [hou -I- £ (½h3 uxx + riu)] -I- O(e2), 
(25) / 
Otu = -Ox~gq+ ½eu 2) + O(£2).  
Omitting terms of order e 2 in eq. (25), we get one form of the well-known Boussinesq equations for 
surface waves. 
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3.2. Modification for varying bottom 
For the moment we return to physical, unscaled variables, and consider a slowly varying bottom for 
which the variations in h occur over distances long compared to a wavelength. The reason will become 
clear in the following. To allow for enough flexibility in the presentation, we will consider functions 
h of the form 
h(x)  = h(e~'+U2x) = h(e'~Yc) - h(dc). (26) 
When a = 0 the changes in topography occur over the same distances as the waves we are looking for, 
but if a > 0 the changes in topography are slower. It turns out that the cases a < 1 and a >i 1 will have 
to be distinguished. For notational convenience l t fl = min { 1, a}. Using the same approximations a  
in the even bottom case, i.e. linear theory and tidal wave approximation, we will find an approximation 
for K(u, r/). 
In the linear theory, we take r l (x,t)  = 0 in eq. (16). For (slowly) varying bottom we cannot 
solve this boundary value problem exactly. However, the assumption of slow variations allows one to 
replace the vanishing of the normal velocity at the bottom by the vanishing of the vertical component: 
0q, /0 z = 0 at z = -h  (x), and consider h(x) as locally constant. Then one get just as before 
X( ,n=o)=f½ x.R x=f½u. Ru, 
where now R is a pseudo differential operator with symbol R (k, x) = tanh kh (x ) /k ,  which can be 
approximated like 
R(k ,x )  = h[1 - ½(kh) 2 + O((kh)4)] .  (27) 
Symmetric differential operators that can be used to approximate the operator R for long waves 
(k ~ 0) are 
l (h302 02xh3). (28) h + ½0xh3Ox, h + ½hOxhOxh, h + -6 x + 
Each approximation is correct and equivalent up to order O(e 1+B ) (if a >f 1 the terms that arise 
from 0 ((kh)4) in (27) are of order e 2 and will dominate). Choosing the first one of these, we get 
K(u,O)  /½hu 2_  lh3.2 = ~,o u x + O(el+B). (29) 
Just like in the even bottom case, here we also use the tidal wave approximation toapproximate he 
kinetic energy. We assume that qb (x, z, t) = ~o (x, t) (no dispersive ffects), and we have as before 
K(u ,  rl) = / ½hu2 +½.u (30) 
In the following we again use the normalized variables (22) introduced before. Then for "rather long 
and rather low waves" we get as the approximation for the total energy 
H(u,  rl ) = E3/2/~(/~,?~), 
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where now 
fr! . 2 +,). /~ (/g, ~ ) ~--~ L2 + , Uj¢ "Jr - ½q/g2)] + O( '  1 (31) 
is the Hamiltonian in the normalized variables. If we substitute (31 ) in eq. (24) and omit from now 
on the caps above the normalized variables, we find 
(32) / 
Otu = -Ox (grl + ½6.ll 2) + O(£1+#). 
Omitting the lowest order terms O (c 1+# ), eqs. (32) are Boussinesq type equations for waves over 
uneven bottom. 
4. Uni-directionalization 
The Boussinesq equations (25) and (32) describe waves which run in two directions. To motivate 
the following, consider system (25). Omitting the Boussinesq effects all together by taking e = 0, we 
have 
By eliminating u we have the standard second order wave equation for ~/ 
o?,7 = 4 0 x,1, 
(33) 
(34) 
with Co = gv/~0. The solution of (34) consists of waves which run to the fight and to the left with 
speed Co: for arbitrary functions F and G 
q(x,t )  = F(x-cot )  + G(x + Cot). 
We look for a transformation that makes it simpler to distinguish these uni-directional contributions 
in the full equations. We start with a transformation from u, q to new variables r and s. We look for 
these as a linear combination of u and ~/: 
U 
Substituting this transformation i to eq. (24) and omitting all caps, we have 
k, SsH) (36) 
For each choice of the matrix A the structure map is given by 
(o 
A -Ox  0 AT' 
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which is skew-symmetric. That implies that the Hamiltonian H and hence the total energy is conserved. 
Also note that because the map is skew-symmetric, eq. (36) has the same (generalised) Hamiltonian 
structure as eq. (18 ). The transformation (35) which retains the Hamiltonian structure will be used 
for uni-directionalizing eq. (18) with a suitable choice for the matrix A. This will be done for even 
and uneven bottom separately. 
4.1. KdV equation for even bottom 
or 
In the case of an even bottom, we choose for the transformation 
rl = r - s ,  u= W~o ( r + s ). 
(') 1# A=~ # 
-1 
Then with H (u, r/) = 2gH (r, s), the Hamiltonian H as a functional of r and s is given by 
= f ½(r 2 + s 2) Jr- ~ k(r ,s )  + -H(r,s) O(£2), 
J 
where 
(37) 
(38) 
k(r ,s )  f 1 2 1 = -~ho( rx+Sx)2+-~o( r+s)2( r - s ) .  
Equation (36) become 
o,(;) ( 00 0 r0) kar l '  
where F0 = COax with Co = V/-~.  Written in full the equations read: 
Otr = -Coax (r -4- e_~rk(r,s) + O(c2), 
(39) 
Ors = coOx (s + ersk(r ,s)  ) + O(e2). 
Concluding so far, the transformation ( 37 ) leads to the set of eqs. (39 ) which are completely equivalent 
to (25). The advantage of the formulation (39) is clear: in lowest order, taking e = 0, we get equations 
for r and s which are uncoupled 
Otr = -coOxr, Ors = coOxs. (40) 
The r-equation describes fight running waves, and the s-equation describes left running waves: 
r (x , t )  = F (x -cot )  and s (x , t )  = G(x  +cot) ,  (41) 
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respectively. This is the separation i  lowest order that we have been looking for. For the complete 
eqs. (39) the r and s contribution are coupled, and no such simple splitting is possible. However, by 
restricting to a special set of initial data, we can show that a separation i  the relevant order of the 
approximation is possible. 
To that end, consider Boussinesq equations (39). We will look for solutions of these equations for 
which r is of order 1, while s is of order e. For such solutions we can replace in the equation for r the 
term ~rk(r ,s)  by 
~rk(r ,s)  = ~rk(r,O) + O(e) 
and so r satisfies in the same order of accuracy the equation 
Otr = -CoOx (r + e~rk(r ) )  + O(e2), with k(r) = k(r,O).  (42) 
This is in fact the KdV equation. Writing it in a different way, 
Otr = -CoCgx~r-n ( r ) + O(e2), (43) 
where 
--H(r) f½r 2 ( 1 2r 2 . !  ) = +e -~h 0 + 4n° r3 . (44) 
In order to show that there are solutions for which r = O( 1 ) and s = O(e ), take an arbitrary initial 
value for r: 
ro(x) = f (x ) ,  with f = O(1). 
We use a perturbation argument in the following. The limit problem, putting e = 0, shows that r 
satisfies in lowest order Otr = -CoOxr, with solution r° (x, t) = f (x - Cot). Then r - r ° = O (e). In 
the equation for s, the order ~-term can be simplified: 
~sk(r ,s)  = ~sk(r°,O) + O(e,er),  
if we assume a priori that s = O (e r ), (~, > 0). This shows that s satisfies a linear equation, with order 
-forcing 
= CoOx (s + ¢~sk(r°,O)) + OrS O(¢1+r,~2). 
The solution consists of a superposition of an arbitrary left-travelling wave and a particular solution 
S which is a right-travelling wave: 
s (x , t )  = g(x  + Cot) + S(x -cot ) .  (45) 
Here S = S(~) is given by 
2S(~) + e Jsk ( f  (~),O) = O, 
unique up to an unessential constant and deafly S = O (e). If g is chosen to be of order e or less, then 
s = O(e) (and hence 7 = 1 ). This shows that solutions of the required order exist by choosing the 
initial data appropriately. (When we look for the uni-directional equation for the surface levation in 
Section 5, it will be necessary to restrict o gs that are of higher order, say g = o(e ).) 
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r 
Fig. 2. The invariant manifold AA 0 and A4~. 
The procedure described above can be formulated in a more geometric way as follows. Define in 
(r, s )-function space the manifold 
.M0 = {(r,s) 12s + e~sk(r,O) = 0}. (46) 
Then, starting with initial data (ro, so) E A4o (for instance by taking r0 arbitrary and determining So 
appropriately), the resulting solution remains on .A40. Therefore s remains of order ~, and the equation 
for r is the KdV equation (43) in the required order e 2. If we allow g in (45) to be non zero, but 
small, say o (c), then the invariant manifold A40 is replaced by the thickened manifold 
A4~ = {(r,s) I 2s + e~sk(r,O) = o(e)};  (47) 
see Fig. 2. 
4.2. Primary waves 
For uneven bottom we use the same transformation (37 ), but now with h = h (x), a function of x: 
r /=r -s ,  u= ~(r+s) .  (48) 
Just like for even bottom, we get for the Hamiltonian H in the r, s variables 
-H(r,s) = f ½(r2 + s2) + ek(r,s) + O(el+#),  (49) 
where 
k(r,s) = f -~h2(rx + Sx)2 + ~-~(r + s)2(r -  s), 
with H(u, ~1) = 2gH(r,s). Now, if we apply transformation (48), into eq. (36), it becomes 
_lct ~) (50) 
l c t 
with 
F = ½(c(x)Ox + Oxc(x)) and c(x) = ~/gh(x). (51) 
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It must be noted that now the operator 
(52) 
½c r /-" 
depends explicitly on the spatial variable x, and that the non-vanishing of the off-diagonal elements 
is a consequence of bottom variations. Nevertheless, the operator (52) is skew-symmetric, mplying 
as before that the Hamiltonian H is constant and that eq. (50) has the same Hamiltonian structure 
as eq. (18). Equation (50) is written in full as 
Otr = -1-" (r + e~rk( r , s ) )  - ½c'~s-H + O(~l+'S), 
(53) 
Ots = F (s + eOsk(r,s)  ) + ½C'Or-H + O(el+#). 
Note that eqs. (53) and (32) are equivalent under the transformation (48), and that the equations 
are derived for bottom variations that satisfy (26) with a > 0. 
In the rest of this section we first study the main (lowest order) contribution to the solution of (53). 
Therefore, first note that, neglecting Boussinesq effects.by taking e = 0, the equations for r and s are 
linearly coupled by the factor c' (x): 
Otr = -F r -  ½c's, 
(54) 
Ors = Fs  + ½c'r. 
To be able to take this coupling into account in the following, we will first study the characteristic 
property of the new operator F (x). For the case of an even bottom, (h (x )  = ho, ho constant), 
F = coOx and the r-equation is in lowest order Otr ---- --CoOxr with solutions r (x ,  t) = r ° (x  - Cot), 
uniform travelling waves running to the right with velocity Co. For the case of an uneven bottom, the 
r-equation of the Boussinesq equation (53) is in lowest order 
Otr = -F (x ) r ,  with F(x )  = ½(c(x)Ox + Oxc(X)) .  (55) 
The general solution of this equation can be written down explicitly: 
1 1 
r (x , t )  - v/b- ~ g( t r (x ) - t ) ,  with t r ' (x)  - c (x ) '  (56) 
and g an arbitrary function. The function g in (56) is related to the initial data r (x ,  O) = r° (x )  
according to 
rO(x ) _ g ( t r (x )  ) 
V~X)  (57) 
The solution (56) expresses the fact that the value of g is constant on the characteristic dx /dt  = c (x) 
and that r is obtained by an additional multiplication with 1/V/~'x-), see Fig. 3. Stated differently, 
~/c(x ) r (x , t )  = c~o) r° (xo)  = constant 
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Fig. 3. Distorted solitary waves over an uneven bottom described by (56) on the characteristic curve dx /dt  = c (x).  
AA 
l l l l l l l l l t / l lt l l~ 
Fig. 4. Wave profiles at different imes tl < t2 < t3 < t4, indicating amplitude increase and wavelength decrease for decreasing 
depth. 
on the characteristic dx /d t  = c(x )  which passes through (x0, t = 0). From this explicit solution, it 
can be observed that the wave amplitude is proportional to 1/v/~-x ) and that the wave velocity is 
c (x). The change in the wavelength g (x) (see Fig. 3), follows from the approximation 
g ' (x )  c ' (x )  
e (x )  - c (x ) "  
Hence, if c(x )  decreases, the wave amplitude increases and the wave velocity and the wavelength 
decrease, see Fig. 4. From this we may conclude that already in this first approximation, eq. (55) 
shows the characteristic features of a wave during run up. This is all attributed to the specific form of 
the map F (x). 
For the linear equation (55 ) with an inhomogeneous term added (such as in eq. (54) ), the explicit 
solution can still be obtained. Consider the general equation 
Otr = -F (x )  r + b, r (x ,0)  = r0(x), (58) 
with some given function b = b (x, t) as source and r0 as initial condition. For a more efficient 
notation we denote the solution of the initial value problem 
Otr = -F (x )  r, r (x ,O)  = r0(x), 
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by 
r(x,t)  = ¢~t( ro ) (X) ,  
so that ¢~t denotes the 'flow', mapping the initial data to the solution after time t. (An explicit, rather 
unpleasant, expression for ¢'t follows from (56), (57).) Then the solution of the inhomogeneous 
problem (58) is given by the Duhamel integral (variation of constant formula) 
t 
= ~t(ro)(X) + ]~t_ rb(x ,z )dz .  r(x,t)  
,1  
0 
4.3. A KdV-type of equation for uneven bottom 
In much the same way as for the even bottom, we now consider the uni-directionalization for a 
varying bottom for which c' = O(~) ,  with a > 0. Consider the Boussinesq equations (53) and 
observe that in the same order of truncation, the terms with c' can be simplified. Then the equations 
read: 
Ot r = --F(X) (r + e6rk(r,s) - ½c's + O(eX+#), 
(59) 
Ots = F (x )  (s + eJsk(r,s) ) + ½c'r + O(cl+B). 
For a solution with r = O( 1 ), we will show that there exists a solution s = O(~ B ) for appropriate 
initial data for s. (Recall fl = min{ 1, a } ). For such solutions, in the r-equation ~rk (r, s ) can be replaced 
by t~rk(r, 0) and we get 
Otr = -1" (r + etSr]C(r)) - ½c's + o(el+fl), with k(r)  = k(r,O), (60) 
or equivalently, 
Otr = -FtSrH(r)  - ½c's + O(el+P), with 'H(r) = f ½r E + ek(r). (61) 
Since c's = O (c ~+# ), two cases can be considered. 
Ifc~ >I 1, which means very mild bottom variations, then fl = 1 and c's = O(e 1+~) is of the 
same order as the error in the equation and can therefore be neglected. Then r satisfies a KdV-type of 
equation without forcing: 
Ot r ~- - -F  (r q- ~t~rk ) "-I- O(£2). (62) 
This equation is just the standard KdV equation (43) when thebottom is fiat. Else, it is a generalization 
of the KdV with coefficients that depend explicitly on the topography. 
I fa  < 1, then fl = a and the term c's = O(e 2~) will dominate the truncation error in the equation. 
Hence, r satisfies a KdV equation with forcing: 
Otr = --1-" (r + et~rk(r)  ) - ½cts -1- O(£1+a). 
The forcing term ½c's accounts for the unevenness and depends on the reflected wave s ( = O(e ~ ) ). 
This reflected wave s will be given explicitly in Section 5.2 in terms of the initial data for r. 
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To show the existence of  solutions for which r = O ( 1 ) and s = O (E~), we take an arbitrary initial 
data r0 (x) = O (1) and let r ° (x, t) be the solution of  the limit problem (see Section 4.2). Assuming 
a priori that s = O(e~) and since r - r ° = O(e B) we can simplify 
c~sk(r,s) = Osk(r°,O) + O(cP,c  7) and ½c'r = ½c'r ° + O(e~+P). 
Then s satisfies 
Oqt S = FS  q- eF~sk (r°, O ) + ½c'r ° + o(~l+fl, ffl+7,e°~+fl). 
This is a linear equation for s, with inhomogeneous terms of  order O (e) and O (e ~ ) respectively. The 
solution can be written like 
s (x , t )  = So(x, t )  + S l (X , t )  +S2(x , t ) ,  
where So is an arbitrary solution of  the homogeneous equation OtS = 1"S and S1 = 0(£ a) and 
$2 = O(c ) are particular solutions accounting for the two inhomogeneous terms. Choosing initial 
data for which So = O, the solution s is of  the required order: s = O(e p) (and hence, y = fl). In 
Section 5.2 we will give explicit (approximate) expressions for Sl and $2. 
5. Equations for the surface elevation 
In the foregoing section we obtained KdV-type of  eqs. (43) and (62) in r for suitable initial data, 
both in case of  an even and in case of  an uneven bottom. This variable r is not the surface elevation 
itself. Since q = r - s, and s is larger than the residual in the equation, a further elaboration is required 
to derive the equation for r/itself. In this section we will derive the equation for the surface elevation 
r /under the assumption that the wave is uni-directional, explicitly r = O ( 1 ) and s is small. First we 
deal with an even bottom and then we turn to uneven bottom. 
5. I. Even bottom 
Consider the standard KdV equation (43) in the r variable for an even bottom. The equation for 
q = r - s ,  with r = O(1)  and s = O(e) ,  is given by 
Or( r - s )  = -coOx ( ( r - s )  + eOrk(r,O) ) - [Ors + coOxs] + O(e2).  
The term ~rk(r,O) can be approximated by Onk(r/), where ~:(r/) = k(q = r - s, 0), correct up to 
O (e). Therefore the wave elevation r/evolves according to a KdV equation with forcing, 
O t l~ = - £ O O x C~ q -H ( ?l ) -- .~ "q- O(e2), (63) 
with 
~(/~) = / ½q2 q_ ~]~(//) and 3 r = Ors + coOxs. (64) 
The expression of  the forcing shows that the forcing consists solely of  contributions from waves 
running to the left. For initial data on the manifold .Ad0 given by (46), this forcing is zero. Then we 
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have that the surface levation ~/evolves according to the well-known standard KdV equation without 
forcing 
OtY] = --COOx6q-n (q ) "{- 0(62). (65) 
For (r, s ) in the thickened manifold A4, given by (47 ), the order of the forcing Or is exactly the order of 
g in (45). And so, Or = o(e ). One could say that restriction to the thickened manifold A4~, implicitly 
defines what is meant by restriction to waves running mainly in one direction. 
The standard KdV equation (65) is well-known to be completely integrable. It has infinitely many 
conserved integrals. For later reference, we recall the simplest three of these: the total energy functional 
f ( lh22  1 3 ) HOt) = ½qz + 6 -~, ,0qx + ~-~0r/ , (66) 
the momentum functional 
M(t/) = 2co' (67) 
and the mass-like functional 
C(r/) = v~"  (68) 
5.2. Uneven bottom 
Just as in the case of a constant bottom, we will look for an equation for the surface elevation r/ 
itself. Consider the KdV-type of equation in the r variable for uneven bottom, eq. (60). The evolution 
ofq = r - s ,  with r = O(1),s = O(e~) is described by 
Ot(r -s )  = -1-" ( ( r - s )  + eSrk(r,O)) - [Ots + I"(x)s + ½c's] + O(61+fl). 
The term in 8rk (r, 0 ) can be approximated by~ k (r/), with ~ (r/) - k (r/ = r - s, 0 ), correct up to order 
0 (6 ~ ). Hence, the surface levation r/evolves according to the KdV-type of equation with forcing 
Ot~l = -F(x)6,1-H(q) - or + 0(6 l+p), (69) 
with 
= f ½112 .at. 6/~(/'/) and or = Ots 4- Fs + ½¢ts. 
The term ½c's in the forcing O r accounts for the contribution from the unevenness, while Ors + Fs 
would vanish for a fight running wave as the primary wave considered before. To investigate this 
forcing, we consider the equation to be satisfied by s more closely. This equation reads: 
Ors = F (s + 68sk(r°,O)) + ½c'r ° + 0(62P). 
We will look for an approximate solution (in the required order) as the sum s = S1 + $2, where S1 
is the solution of 
Ots=Fs+½e' r  °, with $1 =0(6  ~) (70) 
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and $2 is the solution of 
Ots = F (s + edsk( r° ,O) ) ,  with $2 = O(c). (71) 
The forcing ~- can be split accordingly 
1 t Jr = Jr1 + Jr2, where Jr1,2 = 0tS1,2 + FSI,2 + ~c $1,2. 
An approximate solution for S1 which is correct up to order O (e2~) is given by 
Sl - c ' (x )  -F (a (x )  - t),  
4x/c(x) 
where F is a primitive of x/-~-~r0 (x). Indeed, for this function it holds that 
Ors - Fs  - -~cl ' (x ) r °  = ¼v/C(X)C" (x )F (a (x )  - t),  
which is of the order c" (x) = O(e 2~ ). For this solution, the forcing 21 in the equation for q is given 
by 
U1 = -¼0x (C 'v / -c )F(a(x)  - t) + O(e3~). 
From this we conclude that Jrl is of order O (e2~). 
An approximate solution for $2 is given by 
C3/2f ' t  (~X(X) - t) -- ~c3f2(a (X)  - t) .  (72) 
$2 - 12 g2 
After some calculations it is found that $2 satisfies the equation in the required order: 
Ots - Fs  - eF~Ssk (r°, O) = O(e l+~) 
and one obtains Jr2 = O (el+~). Hence, the total forcing jr is of the order 
• ~ = jrl + jr2 = 0(e2a)  + o (e l+a)  • 
Since the error in eq. (69) is o(e l+#) ,  the forcing jr2 = O(e 1+~) can be neglected, and 2- in (69) is 
only jrl. 
The dependence of jr on 1/can be made explicit, since the initial data for q and for r only differ by 
So (x)  = O (e # ). Both initial data will give the same forcing jr in the following approximation, i.e. 
j r  = -¼0x(C 'v / -c )F (a (x )  - t) + O(£2a+P) .  
Here F (y) is a primitive of the function f (y) that follows from the initial data: 
1 
qo(X) - x ~ f  (a (x )  ). 
Therefore, we get the KdV-type of equation with explicit forcing, 
Otq = -F (x )8 . -H(~l )  + lOx (C 'v / -c )F(e(x)  - t) + O(~2a+p,~l+B) .  (73) 
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Three cases, dealing with various types of bottom variations can be distinguished. 
(i) For a >f 1 (then fl = 1 ), which means very mild bottom variations, the forcing is of higher 
order than the accuracy of the equation and can therefore be neglected. Then the surface levation q
evolves according to the KdV-type of equation without forcing 
Ot?l = -F (x )~ l -H(~)  q" O(£2). (74) 
Note that this agrees with the limiting case of an even bottom for which (74) reduces to the standard 
KdV equation (65). 
(ii) For 0 < a < 1 (then fl = a), the order of the forcing O(e 2~) cannot be neglected compared to 
the error O (e l+a ) in the equation. 
(a) If ½ ~ a < 1, the order of forcing is essential, but smaller than the Boussinesq effects that are 
O (e), and we obtain KdV-type of equation with forcing 
Otq = - r (x )8q-H(q)  + lOx (c'x/ 'c-)F(a(x) - t) + O(¢~l+a); (75) 
(b) If 0 < a < ½, the forcing dominates the Boussinesq terms that are of O(e ). Then up to O(e ), 
the equation for q is linear with forcing 
Otq = -F~l + aOx (c'x/-~) r (a (x )  - t) + O(e); (76) 
the explicit solution will be discussed in the next subsection. 
A final note about the (unforced) KdV-type of eq. (74). Since the coefficients depend explicitly on 
x, this equation will (most probably) not be completely integrable. Nevertheless, the Hamiltonian 
structure implies that the energy H is conserved: 
/ 1 3 f I h2~/2 ~-q ) ,  (77) H0/ )  = j½ 2+ \_n x+ 
because F is skew-symmetric. Since 1 / ~ is in the kernel ofF,  there is another conserved quantity, 
a mass-like functional: 
c(,t) = f x/c(x)' (78) 
The momentum functional 
M(q)  = 2c(x) '  (79) 
which is conserved for the even bottom case because of translation symmetry, is no longer conserved 
in the case of uneven bottom. 
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5.3. Causal i ty 
Consider the linear equation (76) which is obtained for 0 < a < ½. We discussed already the explicit 
solution of the homogeneous part which is called the primary wave. An approximate solution for the 
full equation (76) is given by 
1 f l (x )  F (a (x )  t) 0(¢~), (80) t l (X , t )  - ~,__,__f (a (x )  - t) + - + 
~/c(x ) x/c(x) 
where 
dr  Ox(c'v/'C) 
- (81)  
clx 4v/-6 
and F is a primitive of f .  We call the second term of (80) the "secondary wave". 
Note that in this solution and in (75) and (76) the primitive F of f appears. Clearly F is defined 
only up to a constant. In the following, we will use a causality argument to show that a unique F can 
be defined. To that end it is most appealing to consider an initial wave with bounded support, say 
t/0(x) = 0, for x<x_  and for x>x+ 
and a localized variation in the bottom, say 
c(x)  = c_, for x<a and c(x)  = c+, for x>b.  
The localized bottom variations will cause the forcing U to be zero outside the unevenness ( ince there 
c' = 0): 
Y :=0,  for x<a andfor x>b.  
Assuming that the initial wave is upstream of the bottom variations, i.e. x+ < a, see Fig. 5, it is natural 
to assume that the forcing f is zero until the wave arrives at the unevenness. This leads one to define 
uniquely the function F (a )  such that F (a )  = 0 for a > a(x+) ,  i.e. to define 
a(x+) 
F (a )  =-  / f (a )d& 
To investigate what happens after the wave has passed the obstacle, note that 
a(x+ ) 
F (a )  = constant =-  [ f (&)d6= R, for a<a(x_ ) ,  
. /  
a(x_ ) 
see also Fig. 5. This implies that, whenever R is nonzero, the forcing will remain to be present above 
the bottom variations, after the lowest order contribution of the wave has passed the unevenness, ee 
Fig. 6. This remaining force is constant in time and given by 
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• ~ j i  / 
- ~ - -  - - '~  I I I# .H#HI  
t t , r l l , r l l l , t l l  ¢ H ¢ 1  ~ . .  
Fig. 5. The bounded support initial wave which is downstream of the localized variation in the bottom and the unique 
function F (a) as a primitive of f (tr). 
t 
l l t H , I , t , l l U , ' ' ¢ l  , r l  
Fig. 6. The forcing ~" as a function of time. 
After the wave has passed the unevenness, the remaining solution is given by (c.f. (80)) 
#(x)  q(x,t)- ~ .R .  
By specifying the constant in the function fl, which function is determined only up to a constant by 
(81), it is possible to have a vanishing wave upstream. Therefore, let p (x )  = 0 forx  < a, by defining 
#(x)  = 
X 
V7 
a 
Then, just like the forcing jr in case R # 0, the secondary wave remains above the unevenness after 
the wave has passed. This remaining wave may be recognized as a "tail wave". This tail wave is of 
higher order O( (c')2 ). 
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Having exploited the causality principle in this way, we may generalize to incorporate non-confined 
initial profiles in a formal manner and define the forcing in an unique way by taking 
OO 
F(a)  = - f 
a 
Then the longterm effect (for t ~ oc) is measured again by 
OO 
R-- f 
- -  00  
A final remark is that the value of this quantity can be expressed directly in terms of the initial profile 
~/0, both in case of localized and in case of non-localized bottom variations: 
f°° = j 7~ - - ! f(o')do" - x /c (x )qo(X)a ' (x )dx  
-o~ -oo (82) j l  
= - .~t lo (X)  dx = -C(t lo).  
V~V~J  
- -  00  
We recognize here C (~) as the mass-like functional (78) for the KdV-type of eq. (74). 
6. Comparison with Newell's result 
In the literature several other equations can be found that describe uni-directional waves above 
topography (see the next section for some references). The way to derive these quations often involves 
many transformations, and the use of variables that are different from a physical quantity like the 
elevation. These facts often obscure the assumptions that are made in the derivation. 
In this section we will show how one particular case considered in this paper can be compared, and 
agrees with a result derived by Newell [8]. To make a comparison easier, we present a brief outline 
of the method escribed by Newell. This also shows clearly the difference in the derivation between 
the Hamiltonian approach in this paper and the series-expansion method that is usually employed. 
Newell uses scaled variables in much the same way as in (22) with g = 1. The bottom variations 
are required to satisfy h (x) = h (e~), so Newell considers the case a = 1. In the scaled variables, the 
full basic equations read: 
e@xx+~zz =0,  in ~2(q), 
e2@xhx + @z = O, at z = -h (x ) ,  
I E~2 1 2 q~t+r /+ ~ x+ ~z  =0,  at z =~/ ,  
(83) 
~lt+e~xqx= l~z ,  at z =eq.  
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Then a power-series solution in z is taken that satisfies the no-flux condition through the bottom and 
the Laplace equation: 
• (x,z,t)  = F (x , t ) -~Fxx(X , t ) ( z+h)  2 
(84) / _  \ 
+ e 2 ~Fxxxx(Z + h)4-hxFx(x , t ) (z  + h)) + o(e3). 
Introducing w - Fx, the free boundary conditions in (8 3 ) lead to the following set of Boussinesq-type 
of equations: 
~l)t + rlx ---- f.( ½h2~13xxt- WZOx) + O(c2) ,  
(85) 
rlt + (hw)x = e( lh3wxxx- (rlW)x) + O(e2). 
These equations are different from the Boussinesq equations given in (32) for a = 1. This can be 
attributed to another choice for the effect of dispersion and another meaning of the variables u and 
w. Nevertheless, the equations are equivalent in the required order. For instance, for h = 1, the 
dispersion relation for (85): 
co(k) = k (l - 3k2) U2, 
agrees in the required order with the choice (28) for the pseudo differential operator R made in this 
paper. (It may also be observed that, different from (32), eqs. (85) do not have a Hamiltonian 
structure. ) 
Introducing characteristic coordinates 
da 1 
O+ = tr(x) q: t, with -~  - c(x) '  (86) 
solutions are sought for which the right travelling effects dominate. Writing O+ = O, and 
F(x, t )  = f (O ,  ex) + O(e), 
Newell finds the following equation: 
q~ + 6qqe + qeee = -Hq,  
X 
with H = 9h~ 4h " (88) 
This equation turns out to possess two conserved functionals: 
f h9/4qdO and f h9/2q2dO. (89) 
The variable qas introduced by Newell has no immediate physical meaning. However, it can he shown, 
by using the Boussinesq equation (85), that q is related in a simple way to the wave elevation: 
Tl(O,z) = ~h2q + O(e), (90) 
q =  h-2fo, =  fh /2dx, (87) 
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(so, in fact, r/ = fe  + O(c)) .  Expressed in r/, eq. (88) transforms to 
~ + 9h-2qrle + qeee  = -~I I~l  (91) 
and the conserved integrals (89) become: 
3f  . dx and 9fq2dx. (92) 
To compare these results with those of this paper, we refer to the KdV-type of eq. (69) which describes 
the surface levation r/in terms of the physical variables x and t (for the case a = 1 as considered by 
Newell). If we rewrite this equation in the variables z and O used by Newell, there results: 
q~ + 9h-Zqrle + qooo  = -~Hr /+ O(~), (93) 
which completely agrees with (91 ) in the required order of accuracy. 
Moreover, the energy and mass functional (77), (78) that are conserved for (69), transform to the 
conserved functionals (92) (the mass functional is the same; the energy functional has a different 
form because of the two different sets of independent variables, (x, t) and (O, T) respectively, that 
are used). 
Concluding we can say that our result, for the wave height q in the physical variables x and t, agrees 
with the result of Newell when the latter one is applicable, i.e. for a = 1. 
7. Conclusions 
We derived a new version of a forced KdV equation for unidirectional surface waves over uneven 
bottom. When the bottom variations are mild enough, the resulting equation (69) has a Hamiltonian 
structure as a consequence of the fact that the structure map F (x) is skew-symmetric. The main effect 
of this property is demonstrated to the lowest order equation (55) in Section 4.2. For this linear 
equation the quadratic energy is conserved. This is in contrast o an equation like 
Ot?] = --C(X )Oxq, (94) 
which is valid to the same order i.e. o(1 ), since F(x )  = c(x)Ox + O(e~). However, the quadratic 
energy is not conserved for this equation: 
ot f ½q2= ½ f c'(x)q2(x). 
The energy is decreasing during run up. This can also be seen from the exact solution of (94) which 
is given by 
1 
r (x , t )  = g( t r (x ) - t ) ,  with a ' (x )  - c(x)" 
Compared tO (56) the difference is in the factor 1 /~,  which causes an increase in amplitude. 
In the literature, equations are derived for uni-directional waves over localized disturbances of a 
flat bottom, see references quoted above. They are not necessarily expressed in the surface elevation 
itself and they are of the form of the standard KdV equation with some forcing added. In the modified 
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KdV equation derived here, the forcing can be understood from Fig. 6. Note that in particular, for 
localized unevenness, after passage of the lowest order wave, there remains a forcing (localized at 
the unevenness) when R # 0. However, when bottom variations are smooth (different from the 
illustration in Fig. 6) the integral of the forcing always vanishes: 
b b 
'fox o. = , c (x  = 
a Q 
For a localized initial wave, the remainder R is given explicitly by 
X+ 
r t/o(X) 
R = - [ dx. 
x_  
If the initial wave is above a flat part of the bottom, R vanishes or not, depending on f t/0 being zero or 
not. So, for disturbances of a still water level which conserve "mass": f t/0 (x) dx = O, there will be no 
forcing and no tail wave (see Section 5.3) left after passage of the unevenness, which is in agreement 
with natural expectation. 
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